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Abstract—AbstractłNon-Volatile Memory (NVM) has many ad-
vantages such as storage density, non-volatility, and lower energy
consumption. However, they are constrained by limited write
endurance and lack of an efficient mechanism to recovery the
error data, which will affect the lifetime of NVM. In this paper,
we propose a fault tolerant algorithm for NVM, that inspired
by the redundant technology of RAID(Redundant Arrays of
Independent Disks) to recovery the error data and reuse the
error blocks. Memory architecture models and the algorithms
of read, write and recovery are presented. Our experimental
results show that more than 50% of error data can be recovered
efficiently if the error rate is under 30%, and the recovery rate
is nearly more than 80% if the error rate is under 10%, while
the time consumption rate of our method is only within 5%.

Index Terms—KeywordsłNVM; redundant memory; RAID;
recovery; fault tolerant

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, non-volatile storage(NVM) is widely used as a

kind of computer memory that can retrieve stored information

even after having been power cycled. The storage density of

NVM is much better than many other types of memories, and

the scale of it is very small so that it can be high-efficiency.

However, once there exists some broken data or other faults[1],

it will be discarded as unusable part by the manager, so

it is a waste of storage space, and caused by its limit of

write endurance, the lifetime of NVM will be reduced[2].

For example, the NAND flash memory in modern solid- state

drives(SSDs) exits errors frequently in some positions of data

blocks, the common practice is to permanently retire and

discard the broken blocks, so the data needs to be written

in new blocks or it will be lost, and the positions exist broken

blocks are unreliable. So it is a challenge to recovery the

broken blocks by putting them back to use and preserving

the dependability and performance of the storage device.

The method used to recovery the data in NVM has been

researched before. Replicated Memory (DRM)[3] is the first

technique to rejuvenate pages that have faults and put them

back to use for data storage. DRM picks pairs of faulty pages

that do not have faults in the same bit position and stores

replicated data in both pages. This redundant storage helps

to recovery the original data through reading the non-faulty

byte from at least one of the paired pages. Another proposal

is Error Correcting Pointers[4], handles errors by encoding the

locations of failed cells in a table and by assigning new cells

to replace them. In another research[5], the author proposed

rPRAM (redundancy PRAM), that explores extending PRAM

device lifetime based on advanced redundancy techniques,

assuming that the PCM-based main memory starts without

any faults and does wear-leveling[6]to uniformly distribute

the writes. When the first bit fault occurs, they temporarily

decommission the PCM page k and place it in a separate pool

of faulty PCM pages that are waiting to be matched with other

compatible pages. Then finding a compatible group of g faulty

PCM pages, and storing the corresponding parity to recovery

the faulty data block. And some researches about bad block

management, in NAND flash memory, repeated program/erase

cycles damage the nitride layer of a cell, causing charges to

be trapped in the dielectric. Accordingly, NAND flash as well

as PCM cells exhibit a stuck-at fault model[7], [8]. In another

research, s data dependent sparing is proposed, a new physical

block sparing scheme that delays the retirement of a faulty

block when the memory exhibits the stuck-at fault model.

In this paper, we propose a redundant method that inspired

by RAID technology. Our mechanism is specifically based on

RAID5 (block level striping with dedicated parity, where there

is a dedicated parity block for every group). Accordingly, a

specific and appropriate model should be established in NVM,

so that the data allocation in NVM can be RAID-liked and

the NVM will have the ability of redundancy. In our method,

recovery operation will be done between data blocks and parity

blocks when some errors exit in NVM, so the broken blocks

will be reuse to a certain extent and the mechanism will be

redundant. In our method, over 50% of the error blocks can

be recovered efficiently when the error rate is under 30%, and

over 80% of the error blocks can be recovered when the error

rate is under 10%, while the time consumption is very low in

these cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the architecture of the redundant model in NVM.
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Fig. 1. The memory is divided into N strips
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Fig. 2. Three segments in one block

Section III presents our recovery algorithm by illustrating the

process of write, read and recovery. Section IV introduces

our experiment methods and reports the experimental results.

Finally, in Section V, we conclude this paper and talk about

the future work.

II. MEMORY ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the description of the model and

the concrete details of the three main processes, including

write, read and recovery. Then, Algorithms of our method

will be illustrated and examples will be shown to explain our

method.

The method we proposed is based on RAID, according to

the mechanism of RAID5, at least 3 disks are needed to use as

storage devices, the parity blocks are distributed to the disks

in a regular way, and the data blocks and the parity block of

one group can be used to recovery the faulty blocks. In our

method, we make the memory of NVM disk-like so that it

will be redundant and be able to recovery the errors exist in

NVM.

To establish a consistent and efficient model, a part of

memory needs to be used, and the physical address of it should

be continuous so that it can be managed conveniently.

In our method, as figure 1 shows, the memory is divided

into N strips of the same size. Similarly, every strip is also

divided into n blocks on average. At this time, the memory

has been transformed into N strips with n blocks for each one.

Shown as figure 2, the content of each block contains three

segments, data segment, address segment and the flag segment.

The data segment is used to store the data, while the address

segment is used to store the pointer to the next block, and the

flag segment is used to store the flag information which is set

to 1 in all the parity blocks, whereas there is 0 in all the data

blocks, so it can be used to differentiate between data blocks

and parity blocks.

In order to reuse the faulty data in a managed way data

and parity value are main information to recovery the faulty

blocks in our method. All the parity value should be placed
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Fig. 3. Fig. 3.The location of parities

The reading of NVM Fault tolerant algorithm
begin
1 Write in NVM

2 count ← 0

3 for block are in BLOCKS do
4 if count ==0

5 if RecentNVM → misflag != 1

6 if RecentNVM → pariflag != 1

7 READ(value) from strip1, strip2 ... to strip n

8 end if
9 else excute recovery

10 end if
11 count ← 1

12 elif
13 if RecentNVM → misflag != 1

14 ifRecentNVM → pariflag != 1

15 READ(value) from stripn, strip(n-1) ... to strip1

16 end if
17 else excute recovery

18 end if
19 count ← 0

20 end if
21 end for
end

in several regular positions so that the loss of data will be

reduced effectively in this case. Based on this, the positions

of parity value are stipulated as follows. (we define N as the

number of strips, n as the number of blocks for each strip, Pk

as the location of parity block and B as size of one block).

P (k) =

{
Pk−1 + (n+ 1) ∗B (0 < k < N − 1)

P(k −N − 1) + (N − 1) ∗B (k ≥ N − 1)

According to the formula, we can easily find out the specific

parity value that we need. Therefore, the data information is

placed into the rest of the blocks. So the position of a group

(several data and its parity value consist of a typical group) is

always in some regular places in our model. For example, as

figure 3 shows, we define 3 strips exit here, and each has 4

blocks, so the number of N is 3, the number of M is 4 at this

time, and the position of the parity blocks should be converted

as the formula.
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The algorithm of distributing parity blocks
begin
1 While k < N-1 do
2 Pk = P(k-1) + (n + 1) * B

3 WRITE (RecentNVM → value ← parity) to Pk

4 end while
5 While k >= N-1 do
6 Pk = P(k-N-1) + (N - 1) * B

7 WRITE (RecentNVM → value ← parity) to Pk

8 end while
end

III. NVM FAULT TOLERANT ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a specific algorithm that is used

to adapt to our method. The three main operations include

read, write and recovery. Then we will illustrate the algorithm

by these three processes.

A. Read

The first data block can be easily found out in our method

when data is need to be read out of NVM, in this case,

data blocks in NVM will be accessed regularly through the

linked list, however, parity blocks will not be read out because

of their flag information is set to logical 1, so that all

the information in parity blocks will be skipped during the

read operation, eventually data information that needed by

programs is completely read out of NVM.

B. Write

To begin with write operation, a widely used method named

block level striping is utilized to divided data into several data

blocks, so that data can be allocated into the data blocks in

NVM. During the write operation, the change of the pointer

begins from the first block of strip 1, and will convert to the

first block of strip 2, then will point to the first block of the

next strip, until it points to the first block of strip N, finally

the group 1 has been traversed. At this time, the pointer will

convert to the second block of small memory N and then back

to the second block of strip 1 of group 2 and will turn to

group3 and up until group M in the same way.so the groups

and their blocks will be linked to a list through a regular way.

Data will be written into blocks during the write operation,

information of the data blocks of the same group will be XOR

so that the parity value of this group is obtained through the

XOR operation, then the parity value is stored in the parity

block of this group. As a result of it, a complete group with

several data blocks and one parity block is formed during the

write operation, similarly the rest of groups are formed.

In figure 4, there are 3 strips with 4 blocks for each one.

Block A and block B will be allocated with data through the

write operation, and then block C will store the parity value

of group 1 after the XOR operation and then data will be put

into block D and block F, block E is stored the parity value of

group 2, similarly, block I and block H store the data, while

block G stores the parity value of group 3.

The writing of NVM Fault tolerant algorithm
begin
1 Write in NVM

2 count ← 0

3 for block are in BLOCKS do
4 if count ==0

5 WRITE(value and parity) from strip1 ... to strip n

6 count ← 1

7 elif
8 WRITE(value and parity) from strip n to strip1

9 count ← 0

11 end if
12 end for
end
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Fig. 4. The way of placing data information

C. Recovery

Data recovery is a practical function of our method, it can

cope with the situation when broken blocks exit in NVM and

effectively improve the utilization of the memory, so that the

lifetime of NVM will be extended. The procedure is as follows,

once some data blocks exhibit faults, instead of discarding

them as unusable positions, the data blocks and the parity

block of the group will be used to recovery the information

Two cases exit here in this situation, in the first case, there are

some faults in the data blocks, the value from the other data

blocks and parity blocks will be XOR, so the broken data will

be recovered. In the other case, there are some faults in the

parity blocks, the value from the data blocks in their groups is

utilize to be XOR and will gain a new parity value to renew

the broken ones. For example, figure 4 shows how the broken

blocks are recovered in our method, we distribute some data

into data blocks at first, and the parity value of all the four

groups are stored in parity blocks. Data block A and Parity

block GH are broken as it shows, data block B and parity block

AB are used to be XORso the data block A is recovered. The

parity value will also be renewed by the operation of XOR

between data block G and data block H. As a result, data will

be recovered and the broken blocks will back to use.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we give some experimental results to illus-

trate the recovery rates and time consumption of our algorithm.
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The recovery of NVM Fault tolerant algorithm
begin
1 Check mistakes in NVM

2 for block are in BLOCKS do
3 count ← 0

4 forstrip are in STRIPS do
5 if RecentNVM → misflag == 1

6 count ← count + 1

7 end if
8 if conut > 1

9 CANNOT recovery

10 else if
11 for strip are in STRIPS do
12 if RecentNVM → misflag == 1

13 RecentNVM → value← 0
14 forstrip are in STRIPS do
15 ifcstrip! = strip
16 RecentNVM → value=LastNVM [block][cstrip]→ value;

17 end if
18 end for
19 end for
end

In the experiments, we measure how many errors in the blocks

can be recovered in an effective way and how many system

overhead is acceptable to the system by using our methods.

In our experiment, we use a computer with Intel Core i5-

4460 3.20GHz processor and the operating system we use is

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with a Linux kernel 3.13.0. To simulate

the realistic environment, the main memory is divided into

two parts, part 1 is managed by the operating system as the

main memory, part 2 is used as the experimental environment

to simulate the NVM. We give several storage blocks of 16KB

as the units of data and parity blocks. As Fig. 6 (a) shows,

model A is divided into 4 strips with 64 blocks of 16KB for

each strip and there are 256 blocks as data blocks or parity

blocks, then the storage capacity total is 4MB. Data is filled

in the 3 data blocks and the parity value is filled in the parity

block for each group. Each storage block is protected with

an error correction code. Once there are some faults in the

blocks, the value of misflag will change in our algorithm and

the broken blocks will be marked. The position information

of the blocks that exit errors are accessible and the broken

blocks will be recovered only when the number of it within 2

blocks for each group during the read operation.

Since the recovery rate is related to the number of the blocks

in each group and number of the groups in the models, 3 other

models are given to measure the capacity and the consumption

4
*

128

8
*

32

8
*

64

4
*

64

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Model A Model B

Model C Model D

Fig. 6. Four models of storage space

of recovery in our method. As Fig.6(b) shows, model B is 8

strips with 32 blocks for each strip. In Fig.6 (c), model C is 8

storage parts with 64 blocks for each part. In Fig.6 (d), model

D is 4 strips with 128 blocks for each strip. The capacity of

model A and model B is 4MB, while the capacity of model

C and model D is 8MB.

A. recovery Rates

In order to evaluate the recovery rate, the broken blocks

are distributed randomly. The experimental results are given

for the different numbers of broken blocks several times

to calculate the average value. Then we can give a result

of recovery rate by these experiment data and record the

recovery time and read time, so the capacity of recovery can

be evaluated accurately. In our experiment, we measure their

numerical values in these four cases to analyze the recovery

rates and the time consumption.

Shown as Table I to Table IV, error number, error rate,

recovery rate, read time, recovery time and the time consump-

tion rate of the four models corresponding to the figure 6 are

recorded. According to the experiments, we find that if there

are more than 50 percent of the error blocks exit after the

recovery operation, the ability of recovery is not efficient, so

we define 50% as the threshold value of recovery rate, so it is

significant to research the situations that the value of recovery

rate is more than 50%.

As table I shows, the recovery rates decrease as the number

of error blocks increase, and the recovery rate reaches the

threshold value when the number of error blocks are 50, in

which time the error rate is 19.5%. Shown as table II, the

threshold value is achieved when the number of error blocks

are 160, and the error rate is 31.3%. Table 3 shows that there

are 30 error blocks and the error rate is 11.7% when the

threshold value is achieved. It can be known from Table 4

that the recovery rate reached the threshold when the number

of error blocks are 140 and the error rate is 27.3%.

Fig 7 shows the relationship of error number and recovery

rate between model A and model B, while Figure 8 shows

the same rate between model C and model D in figure 6.

It represents the capacity of recovery between models of the

same storage size. By comparison, the recovery rate of model

A is almost more 16.4% than that of model B on average,
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TABLE I
THE EXPERIMENT DATA OF MODEL A

Error
Number

Error
Rate(%)

Recovery
Rate(%)

Read
Time(ms)

Recovery
Time(ms)

Time Con-
sumption
Rate(%)

10 3.9 92 46.60 0.20 0.43

20 7.8 81 48.70 0.81 1.66

30 11.7 73 50.68 1.91 3.78

40 15.6 64 49.48 2.80 5.6

50 19.5 52 48.75 5.0 10.35

TABLE II
THE EXPERIMENT DATA OF MODEL B

Error
Number

Error
Rate(%)

Recovery
Rate(%)

Read
Time(ms)

Recovery
Time(ms)

Time Con-
sumption
Rate(%)

10 3.9 82 33.15 0.63 1.92

20 7.8 68 32.40 2.01 6.22

30 11.7 50 34.52 4.66 13.50

35 13.7 43 31.12 3.66 11.78

40 15.6 33 28.86 4.99 17.29

TABLE III
THE EXPERIMENT DATA OF MODEL C

Error
Number

Error
Rate(%)

Recovery
Rate(%)

Read
Time(ms)

Recovery
Time(ms)

Time Con-
sumption
Rate(%)

50 7.8 21 65.34 1.15 1.77

100 9.8 78 61.65 3.37 5.47

120 19.5 64 60.29 3.51 5.83

140 23.4 58 59.34 4.60 7.75

160 31.3 51 54.62 5.01 9.17

recovery rate of model C is nearly more 8.6% than that of

model D on average. we can find that the model with less

number of strips will get a higher recovery rate than the other

one of the same size. Comparing model A to model C, the

error rate(the rate number of error blocks to the number of

all the blocks) of model C is more 11.7% than that of model

A when the recovery rate is near to 50%,and the error rate

of model D is more 15.6% than that of model B when the

recovery rate is near to 50%, the number of groups in model

C is two times of groups in model A, and the number of

groups in model D is two times of groups in model B, so the

capacity can be improved by increasing the number of groups

at a certain degree.

B. Time consumption

The time consumption is the main factor of the system

consumption in our method, we need to ensure that it will

not cost too much time during the recovery operation. It is

necessary to measure the time consumption of different cases

with different number of error blocks in the cases, so we can

know the range of time consumption and evaluate whether the

consumption is acceptable for the programs.

As figure 9 and figure 10 show, the recovery time of model

TABLE IV
THE EXPERIMENT DATA OF MODEL D

Error
Number

Error
Rate(%)

Recovery
Rate(%)

Read
Time(ms)

Recovery
Time(ms)

Time Con-
sumption
Rate(%)

50 9.8 77 50.11 1.99 3.99

70 13.7 71 47.90 3.04 6.35

100 19.5 64 46.59 4.66 10.01

120 23.4 56 46.29 5.48 11.84

140 27.3 50 46.37 6.26 13.49

Fig. 7. The relationship between error number and recovery rate of model
A and model B

B is more than that of model A, and the recovery time of model

D is more than that of model C, we can find that the models

that have less number of groups will product more recovery

time, so the recovery time will be extended by enlarging the

size of the memory. Accordingly, we can evaluate the affection

of recovery time to the time cost in the read operation, thus

the rate can be defined as follows.

Shown as Table I to Table IV, we can find that TCR(time

consumption rate)will improve as error rate increases, but if

the error rate is less than 10%, TCR will be less than 5%

of the four models, in this situation, recovery operation will

keep a low rate of time consumption. Comparing Table I to

Table IV, we can find that it will more efficient for NVM if

we divide the memory into less number of strips.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we argue that it is inefficient for NVM

to discard the error blocks as unusual parts. we propose a

new method that inspired by RAID technology, which is

redundant and be able to recovery error data. The result of

experiment shows that model with less number of strips will

get a higher recovery rate than other models of the same size,

and the capacity of recovery can be improved by increasing the

number of blocks in each strip in our method. Conclusively,

more than 50% of error data can be recovered efficiently if

the error rate is under 30%, and the recovery rate is nearly

more than 80% if the error rate is under 10%, while the time

consumption rate is less than 5% in this situation. In the future
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Fig. 8. The relationship between error number and recovery rate of model
C and model D

Fig. 9. The relationship between error number and recovery time of model
D and model C

Fig. 10. The relationship between error number and recovery time of model
B and model A

work, many different schemes will be researched to improve

the efficiency of recovery with less write operation.
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